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October Meeting Demo
Turning Christmas
Ornaments with
MikeZinser
With Christmas just around
the corner, it is time for us to
start thinking about making
those special gifts for our
friends and family. These
ornaments are fun to make and
the demo is always interesting.
I am sure that Mike will bring
a new dimension to the project
and show usthe tricks he uses
to make his style of ornament.

A Message Prom the
President: Deryl Duer
The first two demonstrators for
the 2005 Symposium have been
selected.
They are Johannes Michelsen
from Vermont. His work can be
seen at www.woodhat.com. As
most of you know, Johannes was
the originator of the wooden hat.
The second confirmed demonstrator is Alan Lacer of Wisconsin
(www.alanlacer.com). Alan Lacer
is most recently known for his
D V D "Son of Skew", a educational experience that helps the viewer
lose their fear and loathing of the
dreaded skew chisel. Both of
these demonstrators will be showing both basic and advanced turning techniques. The 2005
Symposium w i l l be held in
Nashville, August 12-14.
The club demonstration at
Camton Plantation was a great
success! Although we did not
have many members show up to
demonstrate, those who did
come to the event, gave the crowd
many hours of entertainment. M y
personal thanks goes out to all
who participated.
I have arranged for Michael
Hosaluk to come to Nashville in
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2005 for a hands on class engagement on April 2, 2005. The class
w i l l be limited to six (6) turners,
so please contact me as soon as
possible i f you are interested in
being one of the six(6). You may
reach me by either email or by
phone to reserve your spot.
Our 2004 symposium was a complete success and we are already
working to make the 2005 symposium even more successful! With
your involvement as a volunteer
or a participant, 2005's symposium w i l l surely be better!
We are in the process of setting up
committees for the plarming and
execution of specific tasks. Those
committees and chairpersons are:
Venue Committee - Deryl Duer
Demonstrator - John Lucas
Volunteer - Charlie Putnam
AudioA'^ideo - Deryl Duer
Communications - Ray Sandusky
Banquet/Auction - David Sapp
I f you would like to be involved
in the plarming and set-up for next
year's symposium, please step forward and contact the committee
chairperson so you can begin the
beginning in being involved.
Your assistance is needed and
appreciated!
Deryl (with some additional info
added by Ray)

Topics For Future TAW Meeting Demonstrations
By David Sapp
As Vice President of the TAW, I am responsible for getting the demonstrators and coordinating the demonstrations for our monthly meetings. I have plenty of ideas for
demonstrations, but I want to ensure that the demonstrations are interesting for you.
So, please take a moment to review the following list. The demos are broken into 3 categories - Basic Turning, Turning Projects and Informational Sessions.
Basic Turning
Bowl Turning Basics
Hollow Form Basics
Box Turning Basics
Finishing Basics
Surface Decoration
Piercing
Burning
Carving
Inlay
Specific Tool Demos
Skew
Bowl Gouge
Coring Systems
Hollowing Systems
Chucks
Segmented Turning
Turning Projects
Peppermills
Pens
Tops/Toys
Gavel
Footstool
Photography
Christmas Ornaments

Informational Sessions
Chainsaw Safety
Tool Tune-ups
Band Saw - Set-up and Use
Sharpening
Using the Wolverine Jig
Properties of Wood
Safety
Project Planning
How To "Read" a Log
Wood Identification
Information Resources for Turners

Please review this list, I will have a handout
at the October meeting that you can vote for
the demo types that are appealing to you.

For Sale - Powermatic 4224
Deryl Duer has decided to sell his Powermatic 4224 - it has a brand
new motor, brand new variable speed control and is in excellent
condition. Please contact Deryl directly to inquire about the details
by calling 615-400-1444 or email deryl@digitalphotogroup.com
The Tennessee Turner
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Demonstration Reoprt
Bowl Turning with
Clay Crowder
By Ray Sandusky
Clay Crowder o f Maryville, T N
conducted a bowl turning demonstration at last month's meeting.
Bowl turning demonstrations are
frequently conducted, but few

people can make the topic new
and interesting. Clay's approach
to making bowls is not revolutionary, but his explanation and visuals were indeed refreshing.

tions of side grain. I f you were to
stand in the line of rotation and
make your cuts straight into the
bowl, you would be making 2 difficult cuts and 2 relatively easy
cuts on each revolution of the
piece.
To avoid getting hit with the end
grain and having such a difficult
time of making the roughing and
shaping cuts, it is Clay's opinion
(and many other's) that it is far
better to make the cuts from the
bottom center to the outter edge.
To make this kind of cut, you are
actaully cutting across the grain
from the side. Avoiding the difficult straight on cuts also gives you
a headstart of making the final
surface more consistent.
While shaping the exterior of the
bowl, Clay advised us to frequently stop the lathe to check the grain
orientation and progress of arriving at a pleasing shape.

To begin, Clay takes a full log,
splits it across the pith, along the
line of the largest check in the end
grain. On the half that he selects
for the bowl, Clay uses a chisel to
flatten an area at the center of the
bark side to use for mounting the
piece on the lathe.
To begin the turning process, he
dicussed the difference of cutting
the bowl from a side grain aspect
versus cutting the bowl in a headon perspective. The best way to
envision this is to consider that on
every revolution of the bowl
blank, you are presented with 2
sections of end grain and 2 secThe Tennessee Turner

more easily performed. By having
the bowl mounted between centers, you can work with more confidence and be able to mount and
remount the bowl to take advantage of the grain pattern of the
wood.

Another thing that Clay demonstrated was his tendency to mount
the bowl between the headstock
and tailstock centers. This helps
to make the process of shaping
and smoothing more secure and
4

When the exterior is shapped and
smoothed, it is good practice to
sand the exterior prior to moving
to cleaning out the interior. This
is done becasue the bowl w i l l hav
e the tendency to move slightly
when the bulk of hte interior material is removed.
To begin on the interior, you first
need to remount the bowl on the
lathe. Clay used a 4 jaw chuck in
the compression mode. To set this
up, you need to plan ahead when
doing the outside and leave a tennon for the chuck to hold on to.
When using a 4 jaw chuck, it is a
good idea to mount the bowl so
the wood grain passes through the
jaws in a diagonal. This is good
because the wood tennon may
become oval and the jaws grabbing it at a diagonal w i l l get the
bowl centered more efeetively.
Clay's demo was thorough and
filled in many of the "whys?"
October 20(H

The Anatomy of a Wood
Finish
By Ron Ashby
A basic good finish for any wood
surface can be described as:
1. A Base Coat or coats.
2. Build Coats.
3. Top Coat.
These 3 basic finish steps apply
to all finishes from the most basic
wax or oil finish to high-tec coatings and even painting the exterior
of a house or a room wall.
The coats that comprise a finish
and what they do.
You can think of a paint, lacquer, varnish, oil, or even a wax
finish on wood in the terms of a
building. The Base sealer or
primer coat, provides the foundation of the finish. The Build coats
provide the structure or framework
of the finish itself, much as the
framing of a house. The Top coat
gives the finish its final character
and look whether it be high gloss
or the subtle richness of a matte
sheen.
T H E FIRST COAT!
Unlike metal or plastic surfaces, wood presents a substrate
that varies in density, porosity, and
stability. It should go without saying that almost no coating or finish
can overcome a poorly prepared
surface.
Prepare the surface of the substrate in character with the desired
finish result. I f an extra smooth
surface is specified, then sanding,
grain filling, and defect filling of
some sort is indicated. The best
finish cannot overcome an ill prepared surface.
The first coat on new wood
seals and evens out differences in
porosity and density. On softer
woods and on face grain this sealer
The Tennessee Turner

coat may require 2 applications to
provide an even base for the build
coats. I f an area shows little or no
sealer build by comparison to the
surrounding surface the build coats
then have to make up for the lack
of a proper sealer or primer foundation.
T H E BUILD COATS
The build or body coats are the
part of a finish that provide moisture resistance, durability and
longevity to the coating. Depth in
clear or translucent finishes and
richness o f coloured coatings
depend on these build coats. For
clear coatings, where the structure,
grain and tone of the wood are visible, use only gloss for build coats.
Gloss body or build coats maintain
clarity and eliminate the foggy,
duU or milky look associated when
semi-gloss or altered sheens are
used to build the body of a finish.
In solid opaque lacquers or
painted finishes the gloss product
has all the best in hardness and
durability characteristics including
resistance to dents and impressions. (Obtain the look or sheen
desired with your top coat ~ see
the Top Coat below.)
With moisture proof or moisture resistant coatings the hardness
or density and porosity of the
wood substrate w i l l dictate the
required number of build coats.
The best moisture proof coating
can not do it's job i f the coating
thickness does not provide for
wear and a non permeable membrane.
When moisture resistance is
important, always give at least one
more coat than just looks good or
provides an even build. The one
extra gloss build coat added to a
finish consisting of one sealer, one
build, & one topcoat will more
than double resistance to moisture.
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T H E FINAL OR TOP COAT
This is the look and result that
most envision when a finishing job
is started. Many finishers, in a rush
to this end, omit the necessary
foundation work that w i l l provide
the lasting look and result in
durable performance. This top coat
gives the desired esthetic sheen,
but the total look and character o f
the finish comes from the work put
into the Base & Build coats.
I f a matte, semi-gloss, or satin
sheen is desired apply only as a
last top coat. Finishes built with
adjusted sheen materials lack durability and clarity. Uneven sheens
and a foggy look o f the final cured
coat are common and symptomatic
in lacquer finishes built up with a
flatted or less than gloss sheen.
(Interior wall paint finishes would
be an exception to this dictum.)
Carefijl preparation prior to this
last "LOOK coat" by sanding with
fine paper, carefijl removal o f dust
from the surface, and sanitation in
the work area pay off in a lot of
saved labor.
I f the last coat is to be rubbed
to high gloss allow plenty of drying and curing time (depending on
coating type and humidity - temperature conditions) prior to any
polishing or rubbing operations..
Polishing or rubbing materials
depend on the hardness of the
cured coating to produce an even
and predictable result.
Note: many finishes take much
longer after "dry enough to handle" to reach the final complete
cure required to polish a finish to a
high gloss.

You

be AdkledtoWoodhirnii^

iL.you have gonetoworii at your iadie
in your underwear!
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Some Useful Websites
By Ray Sandusky
In my quest to learn as much as possible about wood, woodtuming and the other information surrounding
many aspects of woodworking, I have come across quite a few websites that are useful and informative. Here
are a few of those websites that I think may be useflil for you as well. I have listed the web address and what
I have found that makes this website a good resource

Wood and Tree Information:
http://wvm.arborday.org/trees/treeid.cfm - Tree identification
http://www.treeguide.com/ - Tree identification
http://web.reed.edu/trees/info.html - Tree Identification info specific to tree on a college campus
http://www.giImerwood.com/sample%20image%20categories.htm - Pictures of Wood Species

Interaction With Other Woodturners:
http://www.woodcentrai.com/cgi-bin/turning.pl7index - Woodcentral Woodtuming Forum
http://dgroups.woodmagazine.com/n/pfx/forum.aspx?webtag=woodturning - Wood Magazine
rec.crafts.woodturning - Usenet Woodtuming Message Board
http://groups.msn.com/WorldofWoodturners - Woodtuming On the Web Forum (WOW)
http://www.woodturner.org/ - AAW Website
http://wr.avwa.org/ - Woodturner's Resource

Other Woodturners Websites That Are Good Resources:
http://www.roundthewoods.com/ - Darrell Feltmate's website
http://green-alan.tripod.com/main index.htm - Woodtuming Reference Site by Alan Green (UK)
http://www.woodturningplus.com/ - Reference Information and Articles
http://www.enter.net/~ultradad/ - Bill Grumbine (A Man Outstanding in His Field)
http://www.kestrelcreek.com/Inspirational_Links.htm - Kestrel Creek Gallery's Informative Site
http://www.fholder.com/ - The Homepage of More Woodtuming Magazine

The Club's lathe has been replaced witha new Powermatic, leaving us with a perfectly fine machine
that is packed with features that one of our club members can acquire for a fraction of the price the
same machine would cost at retail. This machine has a total of about 30 hours of use, a brand new
Baldor 1.5 HP D C IIOv motor. Variable Speed controler, bed extension and is mounted on a heavy duty
stand that was made by Mike Zinser.
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The Nova 3000 is the perfect machine for the novice to intermediate turner, allowing for both between centers operation as
i ^ f l
T\l sa outboard turning. Th e cap ity is a diameter fo "61
^
between centers and 28" with an optional outboard mecha^
^m»tm<m
' ^
^ ^
nism (not included). The lathe is quite versatile and in great
^
^
-^m^
^
shape. This machine has an extra bed extension that can be
mounted on the stand to provide an additonai 16" of length for
those who turn table legs, baseball bats or other long spindles.
f - %
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The person who buys this machine will be responsible for moving it to their shop. I f you are interested,
please call Deryl Duer at 615-400-1444. This machine will be sold to the first person who responds with
the payment.
The Tennessee Turner
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Five-Minute Spray Booth by Phil Huber
I recently purchased some spray equipment to use for finishing my projects. Unfortunately, I don't
have room in my garage shop for a dedicated spray booth for large projects. So instead, I created a
"knock-down" spray booth that I can set up in five minutes and then store out of the way quickly.

First, I purchased a roll of 4-mil plastic from a home center. I cut one piece to line the inside of my
garage door and attached it with duct tape. Then I cut sheets of plastic for the sides and back of the
booth.
To hang the plastic sheets, I stapled each one to a l'/2?-wide strip of wood and then bolted the strips to
the tracks for the garage door. The strip holding up the "back" wall of the spray booth rests across
both tracks, as shown in the drawing.
The bottom edge of each sheet is sandwiched between two strips of wood. This helps to weigh down the
plastic sheets and makes it easier to roll the "wails" up when you're done.
To use the spray booth, 1 simply roll down the plastic sheets. (The corners can be folded over to seal
the booth.) Then I raise the garage door to create a "ceiling" for the booth. The booth helps to contain
the finish and prevents overspray from getting all over everything else in the garage. When I'm finished spraying, I just roll the walls up and and secure them with some string, see detail drawing at
right.
This tip came from www.woodnet.net and was submittedfor the newsletter by Don Thompson

The Tennessee Turner
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September 2004 Meeting Minutes

Directions to Belmont University campus
(In case you missed the first meeting at our new site)

The minutes for the September 7 , 2004 meeting.
Prior to the meeting, we had a social hour that began
at 6:00PM. Beverages were provided and many
members brought covered dishes and other goodies
to share.
The meeting began at 7:00PM and was attended by
approximately 55 members and 6 visitors.
There were tools and wood available for the raffel,
which brought in a total of $53.00.
The business part of the meeting was conducted by
Deryl Duer and went as follows:
1. Deryl welcomed the membership to our new meeting location and thanked all for braving the parking
issues and assured everyone that parking would be
easier in the fiiture.
2. Charlie Putnam was honored for his exceptional
management o f the volunteers for the symposium
3. A call for Demonstrator Nominees for next year's
symposium was made - i f you want to nominate a
particular demonstrator, then contact John Lucas.
4. In April of 2005, Michael Hosalak o f Canada w i l l
be here and wants to conduct a workshop and group
session. There w i l l be more info on this soon.
5. Symposium Recap - the sympsoium was a success in every way it was measured! We had more
members in attendance than ever and turned a profit.
The Auction was a success and the demonstrators
provided entertaining and informative sessions.
6. Next year's symposium - we need people to be on
committees for the symposium next year - much
work needs to be done and people are needed to
pitch in and assist! At next month's meeting there
w i l l be sign ups for committees.

From 1-65: exit at the first exit, Wedgewood Avenue,
go (West) through two traffic lights. At the third traffic light, at 16th, turn left heading South. Tum left at
next traffic light onto 18th Ave. Go one block to the
stop sign and tum left onto Portland Ave. Tum left at
the next street. (The Athletes House Shop is on the
comer.) The Lou Center for the Arts is the first building on the left. Parking is available on both sides of
the building.
From 1-40 : Take 1-65 South and exit at the first exit,
Wedgewood Avenue, go (West) through two traffic
lights. A t the third traffic light, at 16th, tum left heading South. Tum left at next traffic light onto 18th Ave.
Go one block to the stop sign and tum left onto
Portland Ave. Tum left at the next street. (The
Athletes House Shop is on the comer.) The Lou
Center for the Arts is the first building on the left.
Parking is available on both sides o f the building.
From 1-24 East and West: Exit onto 1-440 West;
take 1-65 North exit at the first exit, Wedgewood
Avenue, go (West) through two traffic lights. At the
third traffic light, at 16th, turn left heading South.
Tum left at next traffic light onto 18th Ave. Go one
block to the stop sign and tum left onto Portland Ave.
Tum left at the next street. (The Athletes House Shop
is on the comer.) The Lou Center for the Arts is the
first building on the left. Parking is available on both
sides of the building.

The Instant Gallery had 16 participants
Brevard Haynes conducted a discussion of Wood
Dust and its hazzards.

The Tennessee Turner
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Calendar of Events
John Campbell Folk School
Oct 3-9
From Tree To Vessel—Green Woodtuming • Dave Barriger
Oct 10-16
Turning—Tools, Techniques & Timbers • Bobby demons
Oct 17-23
Tuming an Old World Um, Polychromatic Style • Don Russell
Oct 24-29
Turning with Sing (Sun-Fri) • Dick Sing
Nov 7-13
Tum It Up! • Michael Mocho
Appalachian Center for Crafts
Oct 23
The Basics of Woodtuming Pat Johnson, Instructor
Woodcraft - Franklin, T N
Nov 11
Freedom Pens Turnathon - Woodworkers from all over the country w i l l gather at all
72 WoodCraft Stores to make pens for our servicemen and women. This event may be the largest gathering
of woodworkers, artists and craftsmen that has ever assembled and our goal is to tum over 14,000 custom
hand-writing pens which w i l l be donated to our military serving in the Middle East. Everyone is welcome!

As Seen Cn the Internet
Compiledfrom posts on the rec.crafts.woodturning newsgroup by Ray Sandusky
Q. Has anyone used a Sorby Spindle Master? I understand that it is a good tool to use instead of a
skew chisel - is it easier than a skew? Should I spend $60 and get one?
A. Think of the Spindlemaster as being a spindle gouge without the flute, not as anything to do with a skew
chisel. Of course it is easier to use than a skew, but so is a spindle gouge.
The Skewchigouge is a similar tool, except that it is made from round stock that is ground down to a flat
across the tip. At the cutting tip, the tools are the same. Both tools come with a bevel angle that is 30-degrees
to the flat of the tip. That is too sharp an angle for most folks, and it needs to be ground to a thicker 45degree angle to tame the tool for them.
My advice is to get a good 1/2" spindle gouge, learn to use it, and it will serve you well.
Q. I have surface rust on the inside of my headstosk and on the inside of my tailstock Morse Taper.
What method is best for cleaning them and coating? Any tool available?
A. Use R.I.G (Rust Inhibiting Grease). It's very thin, put a superlight coat on the metal after you have
cleaned it, you can go about forever and not worry about it. Brownell's sells it, don't remember how much,
but a small jar goes a LONG way. You Just need a film coating to do the job. You may also use steel wool
(0000) and WD-40. Steel wool to clean and WD-40 to prevent. After cleaning the rust away with steel wool
and WD-40, spray WD-40 on bare metal and let it sit for a few hours or even overnight before wiping the
excess. There may be a better solution, but I haven't found it.
Q. Not really a question, but an observation....
/ began to consider a flat bottomed straight sided bowl of the shape that I call a "beginner" closely, and
after a little bit of thought and observation, I came to a realization. I think that one of the reasons beginners
have such trouble is that they are still learning technique for both tools and sanding, but I think that just as
important are the forms we turn. The basic beginner bowl is straight sided andflat bottomed. As we improve
our techniques for cutting, we (hopefully) improve the forms we produce. I think that the improvement in
form lends itself to better surfaces because of the nature of the wood, and not solely because of our improved
technique. This is a theory, but one based on observation of my own experience. - Bill Grumbine, PA

The Tennessee Turner
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The Tennessee Association of Woodturners is a local chapter of the
American Association of Woodturners. Our purpose is to provide
a meeting place for local turners to share ideas and techniques and
to educate the general public regarding the art of turning. The
TAW meets the first Tuesday of each month at Belmont University
in Nashville, T N and periodically sponsors local exhibitions and
demonstrations as well as an annual symposium.

We meet the first Tuesday
of every month at 7:00pm
at the Leu Center for the
Arts on the Belmont
University Campus in
Nashville. Below is a Map
to the Belmont campus
from the major freeways.
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Tennessee Association of Woodturners
Board of Directors:
Deryl Duer
David Sapp
Bill Gray
Ray Sandusky
Gene Thomas
Fred Takacs
Dave Collier
John Moss
John Lucas

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary/Newsletter
Librarian
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
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Tennessee Association of
Woodtumefs
c/o Ray Sandusky
9307 Fal Court West
Brentsaood. TN 37027
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